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4.2) Arithmetic and Logic Unit 

• Does all types of mathematical calculations.    

• Compares data. 

 

4.3) Register Array 

• Temporarily stores data and instructions until 

they are sent to the logical unit.  

• Stores process information until it is sent to 

the main memory. 

 

Notes :-  

• A computer is a machine in which we measure time 

in very small increments.  

• When- the microprocessor accesses the main memory 

(RAM), it does it in about 60 nanoseconds (60 

billionths of a second).  

• That's pretty fast, but it is much slower than 

the typical microprocessor.  

• Microprocessors can have cycle times as short as 

2 nanoseconds, so to a microprocessor 60 nanosec-

onds seems like an eternity. 

• What if we build a special memory bank in the 

motherboard, or into the Processor small but very 

fast (around 30 nanoseconds)? That's already two 

times faster than the main memory access. That's 

called a cache Memory.  
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Computer Hardware 

 

 

 

 

Name; :- ………………………………………………………………… 

  

 

• There are four main components in a computer 

system. They are 

1. Hardware    2. Software 

3. Firmware    4. Liveware 

 

Hardware 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• The physical components of a computer system 

are called hardware. The basic qualities of 

hardware are that they can be handled and 

that they cannot be changed easily.  
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• In a computer system, the Central Processing 

Unit, Keyboard and the Monitor are considered 

its main hardware components, other hardware 

are basically identified as minor devices. 

 

Software 

• The instructions given in sequence in order 

to operate a computer to achieve a particular  

aim are called computer software. 

• There are several types of software depending 

on their applications.  

 

 

 

 

Firmware 

• The program required initially to boot up a   

computer system is called firmware.  

• Since these firmware are in cooperated in the 

process of manufacturing hardware, they cannot be 

easily changed later on. 

• For example, Read Only Memory (ROM) in a com-

puter.  

• Further, firmware are in cooperated in washing 

machines, microwave Ovens, Mobile phones IPods 

etc: 

Software 

System Software 

Application Software 
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This is called the central processing unit or the 

processor.  

• It is the brain that runs the show inside the PC.  

• All work that you do on your computer is per-

formed directly or indirectly by the processor.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• In the development of the computer the main con-

sideration should be given to CPU when we con-

sider the evolution of the CPU.  

• It is important to consider the technology used, 

calculation speed, capacity, size and type.  

• The speed of the CPU is called clock speed and is 

measured in MHz, GHz. The CPU consist of three 

parts. 

 1. Control Unit 

 2. Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU) 

 3. Register Arrays 

 

4.1) Control Unit 

• Controls all the functions of the computer sys-

tem.  

• Decodes the instructions in the memory.  

• Sends signals to the relevant parts. 
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 The speed at which the PC boots up and pro

 grams load is directly related to hard disk 

 speed. The hard disk's performance is also 

 critical when   multitasking is being used or 

 when processing large amounts of data such as 

 graphics work, editing sound and video, or 

 working with databases. 

 2. Storage Capacity: This is kind of obvious, 

    but a bigger hard disk lets you store more 

    programs and data. 

 3. Software Support: Newer software needs more 

    space and faster hard disks to load it    

    efficiently.  

 4. Reliability: One way to assess the         

    importance of an item of hardware is to     

    consider how much grief is caused if it     

    fails. Hardware can be replaced, but data 

    cannot. A good quality hard disk, combined 

    with smart maintenance and backup habits, 

    can help ensure that the nightmare of data 

    loss doesn't become part of your life.  

 

4) Control and Processing Devices 

• The two most essential tasks of the computer; 

such as calculations and controlling are done by 

a semi conductor device attached to the        

motherboard. 
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Liveware 

• Should one be engaged in handling a computer, at 

that moment, he or she is considered liveware. 

 

Classification of computer hardware 

The main types of computer hardware are input  de-

vices, Output devices, Memory devices, control and 

processing devices, and communication devices. 

 

1) Input Devices 

• Devices used to supply data to a computer system 

are input devices.  

• Eg: Keyboards, Pointing devices, Scanners, Micro-

phones, Digital Cameras, and Webcam etc. 

 

1.1) Keyboard 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• The keyboard is used to input letters, numbers, 

symbols and commands to a computer system. 
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• Although the keyboard can be considered as an  

improved version of the normal typewriter key-

board its operation takes place electronically.  

• A processor receives a unique electrical signal 

when the relevant key is pressed.  

• The processor converts that signal to ASCII code 

and provides the relevant input to the computer 

system.  

• Today both cable connected and wireless key 

boards are available in the market. 

 

1.2) Pointing Devices 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• The main task of pointing devices is the opening 

of Icons created by pixels or pixel on the screen 

of a computer and the implementation of the    

related programs.  
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• The hard disk drive is the "data center" of the 

PC.  

• It is here that all of your programs and data are 

stored between the occasions that you use the 

computer.  

• Hard disk (or disks) are the most important of 

the various types of permanent storage used in 

PCs (the others being floppy disks and other 

storage media such as CD-ROMs, tapes, removable 

drives, etc.)  

• The hard disk differs from the others primarily 

in three ways: size (usually larger), speed 

(usually faster) and permanence (usually fixed in 

the PC and not removable). 

• Hard disk drives are almost as amazing as micro-

processors in terms of the technology they use 

and how much progress they have made in terms of 

capacity, speed, and price in the last 20 years. 

• The first PC hard disks had a capacity of 10 

megabytes. 

• Modern hard disks have capacities approaching 

1000  gigabytes. 

• Hard disk plays a significant role in the follow-

ing important aspects of your computer system: 

 1. Performance: The hard disk plays a very       

    important role in overall system         

    performance. 
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3.3)Backup Storages 

 

 

 

 

• Backup storages are the storage media that store 

data permanently and they are also called secon-

dary memory.  

• The data stored here can be retrieved again and 

again and can be edited too. For example Hard 

Disk, Compact Disc, Floppy Diskettes, Pen Drives 

are some of them. 

• Their technologies and functions may vary. 

3.3.1)Hard Disk 
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• For this purpose Mouse, Mouse pad, Touch screen, 

Touch pad, Trackball, Joystick etc. are examples.  

• In order to send signals to the processor through 

them, cables or light waves are used. 

 

1.3) Scanner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• The scanner is used to input text and pictures in 

a hard copy to a computer system.  

• One special feature of this is the storing of 

both text and pictures in image form in the   

computer memory.  

• But if a scanner has Optical Character Reader  

facilities, then English letters like Times new 

Roman ,Arial are stored in the computer memory 

not in image form but in the letter form.  

• Therefore, text can be easily edited. 
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1.4) Digital Camera 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Still digital camera     Movie digital camera 

 

There are two types of cameras in terms of picture 

storage technology 

1. Film Camera 

2. Digital Camera 

Since Images stored in the memory of a digital  

camera can be input to a computer, a digital 

camera is also an input device. Digital cameras 

also are of two types according to function, 

they are 

1. Still digital camera 

2. Movie digital camera 

Various types of digital cameras are available in 

the market today. Also these cameras are 

found even in mobile phones. 
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to hold data, with DRAM being the more common 

type.  

• In terms of speed, SRAM is faster. DRAM needs to 

be refreshed thousands of times per second while 

SRAM does not need to be refreshed, which is what 

makes it faster than DRAM.  

• DRAM supports access times of about 60 nanosec-

onds, SRAM can give access times as low as 10 

nanoseconds.  

• Despite SRAM being faster, it's not as commonly 

used as DRAM because it's so much more expensive.  

• Both types of RAM are volatile, meaning that they 

lose their contents when the power is turned off. 

  

3.2)Read Only Memory 

 

 

 

 

• The Special Instructions necessary to boot up the 

computer is stored in this permanently by the 

manufacturer.  

• These are called Read Only Memories. These ROMs 

are attached to the motherboard of the computer. 

This memory is only readable.  

• The instructions stored in this are called Firm-

ware. 
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3) Memory Devices 

• The devices used to store data and information 

for a short time or long time in a computer are 

called memory devices.  

• These memory devices are of three types. 

 1. Random Access Memory (Internal) 

 2. Read Only Memory (Internal) 

 3. Backup Devices (External) 

3.1) Random Access Memory (Internal) 

 

 

 

 

 

• When a computer is started, the Operating System 

is input from the Hard disk to the Random Access 

Memory.  

• Before data are processed, the data and instruc-

tions are also retained temporarily in this RAM. 

• It holds them in the memory until the power is 

available.  

• These are called Readable and Writeable Memories. 

• There are two different types of RAM: DRAM 

(Dynamic Random Access Memory) and SRAM (Static 

Random Access Memory).  

• The two types differ in the technology they use  

DRAM SRAM 
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1.5)Webcam 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Webcams are a type of cameras used to broadcast 

moving pictures in digital form. With their    

arrival in the field :-  

1. Individuals can be seen live in an internet tele-

phone connection. 

2. Teleconferencing etc; 

• These webcams can be purchased and connected     

externally to the computer. Similarly, there are 

laptops in the market with cams attached. 

 

1.6) Barcode reader 

• Barcode reader also called a price scanner or 

point-of-sale ( POS ) scanner, is a hand-held or 

stationary input device used to capture and read 

information contained in a bar code.  
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• A barcode reader consists of a scanner , a de-

coder (either built-in or external), and 

a cable used to connect the reader with a com-

puter.  

• Because a barcode reader merely captures and 

translates the barcode into numbers and/or let-

ters, the data must be sent to a computer so that 

a software application can make sense of the 

data.  

• Barcode scanners can be connected to a computer 

through a serial port , keyboard port , or an in-

terface device called a wedge .  

• A barcode reader works by directing a beam of 

light across the bar code and measuring the 

amount of light that is reflected back. (The dark 

bars on a barcode reflect less light than the 

white spaces between them.)  

• The scanner converts the light energy into elec-

trical energy, which is then converted into data 

by the decoder and forwarded to a computer.  
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• To use a printer, the following things should be 

taken into consideration. 

1. The quality of the hardcopy. 

2. The cost for a copy. 

3. The time spent on a copy. 

4. Noise when in use. 

 

2.3) Listening Devices 

 

 

 

 

• We will consider the devices used to listen to 

the sounds from the computer.  

• These devices are of two types; such as the 

speakers and head set. Only the person who wears 

the head set can listen to the sounds from the 

computer. 
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2.2.2) Inkjet Printers (Non-Impact Printers) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.3) Bubble jet printers (Non-impact printers) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• The principal difference between bubble-jet 

printers and other ink-jet printers is that   

bubble-jet printers use special heating elements 

to prepare the ink whereas ink-jet printers uses 

piezoelectric crystals.  

 

2.2.4) Laser Printers (Non-Impact Printers) 

 

• These printers use different technologies and the 

manner of supplying ink is also different.  
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2) Output Devices 

• These devices are used to give the processed in-

formation and signals from the computer. 

• Monitors, printers and speakers are some examples 

for them. 

2.1) Monitor 

• This is called the computer screen. According to 

technology, two types of monitors are in use   

today. 

1. CRT- Cathode Ray Tube Monitor. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. LCD – Liquid Crystal Display Monitor. 
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CRT – The heavy original 

• CRT, or cathode ray tube, is a type of monitor 

that was invented by a German physicist in the 

early 1920s.   

• The bulky screens that were very commonly sold 

with computers in the 80s and 90s are an adapta-

tion of this technology.   

• CRT monitors use a cathode ray gun located in the 

back of the monitor to shoot electrons to the 

front to create the picture.   

• These rays are deciphered by the video card as 

red, green, and blue channels. 

 

LCD – The lightweight, sleek choice 

• LCD, or liquid crystal display, monitors are much 

newer than CRT and are now the standard for desk-

top and laptop computer systems.  

• Like CRT, these monitors use electricity to   

create a picture on a screen.   

• LCD monitors are known for being lightweight and 

smaller.  These monitors are very power efficient 

when compared to CRT.   

• LCD monitors create their picture on the screen 

by sandwiching the liquid crystals between     

polarized glass, then aligning them with electri-

cal fields.  Every dot on an LCD screen is called 

a pixel.  A pixel is a comprised of three cells…

red, blue, and green. 
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• It is necessary to identify the advantages and 

disadvantages before they are used. In general, 

• it is essential to acquire knowledge about the 

characteristics of the monitors. 

1. The number of pixels per unit in the screen. 

2. The number of colours that can be displayed. 

3. The degree of harmful radiation emitted. 

 

2.2) Printer 

• This is used to transfer the softcopy in the com-

puter into a hardcopy.  

• There are two types of printers such as Impact 

printers and non-impact printers.  

• The impact printers are very noisy. 

 

2.2.1) Dot Matrix printers (Impact printers) 

 


